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About This Game
Drive trains, shunt waggons, load freight
'EEP Train Simulator Mission' transports you into the complex railway worlds of Eisenbahn.exe Professional (EEP).
Except that you don't design these worlds, like you would with the main program, but instead take on challenging tasks in
realistic scenarios.

True in scale engines and waggons
Realistic simulation of train physics
Prototypical signalling
Freight operation
Exciting missions
Career mode
Do you have the skill and strength of nerve to sort waggons in a hump yard? Can you deliver a refrigerator wagon to the cool
house in time? Can you keep track of the traffic on the main line and master the trickiest of shunting tasks? Great - you're just
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the man we need! Your rewards are adventures and new challenges in the unique world of EEP, as well as access to a wide range
of interesting engines and waggons. Version 1.0 of 'EEP TS Mission' offers a complete campaign with many tasks.
EEP TS Mission offers a realistic simulation of train physics, a rich sound environment and for the future a wide range of
connections. Because we're planning for frequent releases of additional scenarios with new exciting and challenging missions.
Welcome to the universe of EEP
For over 20 years (!) EEP is renowned as the most comprehensive railway simulation for PCs, focussing on the design of
beautiful and fully functional railway layouts. EEP lets you form the landscape with mountains, valleys and rivers and populate
it with buildings and track networks. A cleverly devised signalling system allows you to organize the traffic. And the sheer
endless variety of models enables you to design railway layouts of nearly every kind.
For the true railway enthusiast with an interest in realistic creation and complex operation of railway layouts, there is no
alternative. If there is one thing missing in EEP, it is the opportunity to experience these EEP worlds from within. Which is
what EEP TS Mission offers!
Experience at first hand the rich and realistic atmosphere of EEP by taking on the role of a train conductor, shunting engineer,
crane operator or train dispatcher.
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Title: EEP Train Simulator Mission
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Trend Redaktions- und Verlagsgesellschaft mbH
Publisher:
Trend Redaktions- und Verlagsgesellschaft mbH
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 (32bit)
Processor: Dual Core 2.5 GHZ
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: 1 GB and Pixelshader 3.0
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 6 GB available space
Sound Card: 2.0 Soundcard

English,German
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eep train simulator mission. eep train simulator mission v1.122. eep train simulator mission download. eep train simulator
mission free download
For small children. Not sure it's even fun for them,. Fun game. Problems with getting fullscreen without issues . I just wait until
main title screen to even try it. But anyway somewhat fun button masher. Uncensor game, damn commy i want to see Mrs.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3B5BD60a69M. It's kind of like a love child between the F-zero and WipeOut series.
Lots of speed, racing, and battling on track, although a majority of the time you'll spend trying to swerve onto the boost panels
to retain any sort of speed. Not a bad game for the price. Controller support is always nice.. What a terrible game, it's great!.
game doesnt even download.. I can't wait for the full game. I played this game alone, and it had me on my toes the whole time.
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A very fun little game i recomend it for beginners in the strategy genre, but even seasoned strategy fans can enjoy the moderate
challenge this game provides.. It's really hard to pin this game into a genre. It's an exploratory puzzle game, but feels kinda like
an idle game and definitely has a storyline. It's uinque and quirky and if that sounds like something you might be interested in, I
recommend it.
You can see my first impression playthrough here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=c1ER8sdCeF4. Um, Where the H E double hockey sticks has this game been hiding for 4
years?
Cool game indeed. Looking forward to hours and hours of more game play!. I love the Commands & Colors boardgames.
However I cant recommend this as there are too many bugs. Several times the cards dont work. The UI has visual bugs. On top
of this the graphics and sound are not very good. The price is too high for a product of this quality.. This game is so hard. Very
challenging, but in a fair way. Works on Oculus Rift with Touch. Do need roomscale setup.
Sale Price Rating 7\/10. Good deal for $1.49; Normal Price Rating 5\/10.
Note: there are 2 free games on Steam VR that are very similar but this one has the most polish IMHO. Refunded - Shmups are
one of my fave game types but no one seems to understand the importance of non flashy visuals, if i cant see enemy bullets
clearly because of oer the top graphic fx its not a proper shmup, i had high hopes due to similarities to rtype in the visuals but
find the controls sluggish and game not challenging enough for the genre. Really Interesting, hit detection is good. Only thing is
being that its a new game lobbies are usually 1v1 or maybe 2v2. Still very fun for being such a small lobby. Only thing i will say
that needs work though is the respawning system. In the game mode simular to Capture the Flag, the spawns got flipped to
where we started spawing at the oposing teams base which made it real easy to start scoring. This game has potential and with it
costing so little it has come a long way already
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